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Wearable Inflatables
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[foam][illumine-events] exersise 01, Inflated Skin in dialogue with lightinstallation, 2003


pfoto: Nathalie van Helvoort, model Tessa & Camilla, dress: Cocky Eek
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“The Boy in the Bubble” 1978, David (1971-1984)


“As his mother looks on, six-year-old David plays with a water hose during one of his initial ventures outside the confines of the Texas Children's Hospital in Houston in June 1978. David was born at the hospital with an extremely rare hereditary disorder known as severe combined immune deficiency. Because his brother had died of the disease, doctors immediately placed David into a plastic isolation unit that acted as an artificial immune system. The NASA-made mobile isolator system shown here allowed him a degree of mobility. David, who became known to the world as “the boy in the bubble,” lived in such isolators for nearly 13 years. He died on February 22, 1984, following an unsuccessful bone marrow graft, an attempt to provide him with the capacity to make antibodies on his own and thus free him from the bubble.
Notes Acquired, 1986. The Mobile Biological Isolation System was developed by NASA at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.


source: www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/bubble/ www.wired.com/.../theweb/news/2006/04/70622
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Ana_Rewakowicz: Uniblow Outfits 2001-2002, Two inflatable outfits made from rubber latex and shoe-pumps.


When the wearer walked around, the clothes inflated themselves.
The human body as an art form in a playful and light way, but at the same time exposed it to physical comfort and/or discomfort.
source: www.rewana.com
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1. Floating Cube, Cocky Eek, performance, Paard Den Haag (NL) 2005 ; pilot performer: Ruben Bus


2. Air Bag: Cocky Eek, Paard-Den Haag (NL), 2000


The audience could participate to be launched like a catapult, flying through the space; landing in the airbag and bouncing up again.[bag attached to the body, air, bungiecord]
3.p~lot, http://fo.am/p~lot\\(Play Lab on Open Grown Territories)‘Inflatable Skins’ http://fo.am/p~lot


Photo Nathalie van Helvoort, model: Tessa Joosse, inflatable skin: Cocky Eek
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Self-Sustainable Chair, by Joo Youn Paek .The dress is made up of 7 trash bags, 2 foot-pumps and a pair of slippers. The shoes pump air into an inflatable bubble attached to its rear part on each step, slowly turning the garment into a chair.
The chair is slowly deflated under the weight of the wearer, motivating him or her to consistently switch between walking and sitting as a loop behavior on the street. The balance between exercise and rest would be maintained by wearing this suit. The purpose of this project is to transform the humdrum experiences produced by routine walking commutes into an amusing interactive performance.


source via http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com
All rights reserved. © 2005-2007 JooYoun Paek
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by Fredrik Tjærandsen


 https://www.dazeddigital.com/fashion/gallery/28287/6/fredrik-tjrandsen-winter-2019


 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWhothdj6Ys


 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWhothdj6Ys
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Members of the local water authority clear overgrown weeds in the Haihe River, Tianjin, China - 28 May 2013 For some reason these local water authority officers went against the grain of normal flotation methods, turning down the traditional, practical lifejacket and opting for some sort of ungainly, inflatable Sumo suit, much to the amusement of onlookers.
Mandatory Credit: Photo by ZUMA / Rex Features (2389388a)
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1. atomic suit: source: blog.modernmechanix.com/


2e image: Plastic protective outfit filled with compressed air. It was designed to protect British Atomic energy workers against radioactive dust and particles. Oct. 21, 1954. (CSU_ALPHA_1790) CSU Archives/Everett Collection. http://fineartamerica.com/featured/plastic-protective-outfit-filled-everett.html
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Yoshiki Hishinuma'wind collection from 1991 is often constructed form geometriacal triangles.
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Basically instead of using heavy hydraulics, the exoskeleton uses air compression, which can help bend or straighten arms.
The suit mimics the body's system of connecting muscles to bones via tendons. It could be used to boost the strength of specific muscles, such as biceps or triceps. The artificial muscles are made up of inflatable rubber tubes surrounded by flexible metal mesh connected at each end to the joints on the suit. When the tube inflates, the mesh bulges, which in turn pulls each end in and shortens the artificial muscle. Pressure sensors all over the suit would tell the artificial muscles when to kick in.


1. en 2. nurse-power-suit; Keijiro Yamamoto, the Kanagawa Institute of Technology &gt; www.newscientist.com http://lib.fo.am/exoskeletons
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Mister-Blow-Up


source: book Blow Up by Sean Topham
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Monty Python featuring golden “Trim Jeans”. They sponsored “Trim Jeans Theater Presents” which among other things enabled you “to enjoy the poetry of T. S. Eliot whilst losing unsightly tummy bulge”. Imagine a new version of “Treasure Island” where the cast have donned golden sauna pants to lose inches off their hips, thighs, and buttocks. 
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